DATA SHEET

Achieve Data Security with Cloud Protection:
Iron Mountain Server Backup
Business challenge
Reliable backup and recovery are critical to your success in today’s
information-driven business environment. You need to be able to recover
in time when hardware malfunctions, human errors, software corruption
and man-made or natural disasters happen. And in order to ensure
secure, reliable and efficient protection of your critical data, you need
a solution that can radically simplify the protection of your company’s
servers without additional capital or IT expenses.

what if you could...
✓✓ Remove the burden of complex, daily backup chores?
✓✓ Automatically backup server data from across your
entire company?
✓✓ Free up your resources and more easily meet your Recovery Point
Objectives (RPOs) and Recovery Time Objectives (RTOs)?
✓✓ Simplify data recovery with flexible options?

Remote Disaster Recovery

✓✓ Achieve cloud data protection and long-term offsite retention?

Recreate critical servers in
your environment in just
hours in the wake of a natural
or man-made disaster.

IRON MOUNTAIN SERVER BACKUP
You can reduce the burden of backup itself and the cycle time to recovery
with Iron Mountain’s Server Backup. Iron Mountain Server Backup
centralizes the backup and recovery of your data on all computers
distributed throughout your company — remote and branch office
locations. You can rest easy knowing your data is protected according to
the highest standards of security and reliability.
Your data is de-duplicated, compressed, encrypted, and then transmitted
to one of our secure data centers, where agents automatically backup it
up. You monitor and manage everything within a Web browser, giving you
access at your fingertips whenever you need it. Recovery is just as easy.
When you need to restore data, simply navigate to the recovery point via
our intuitive interface, and click. Reports can provide details about the
status of all of your backups.
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IRON MOUNTAIN’S SERVER BACKUP
OFFERS YOU:
Secure, Reliable Data Protection Infrastructure
Ensure your data is stored at the highest level of
classifications for data center reliability and performance.
Independent SSAE 16-compliant audits, completed every
year, guarantee our facilities and processes conform to
industry standards. FIPS-approved AES encryption locks
your data before it leaves your computer, and ensures that
only you have the key to unlock it.
Easy Deployment and Management
Leverage our intuitive and powerful interface for rapid
implementation and configuration. If you need help, our
technical specialists can assist you in setting up even the
most complex backup schedule. We offer customizable
views and simple task delegation to speed operations for
ongoing management. Hot backups also support 24/7
operations by backing up mission — critical applications
while they’re online.
Ensured Compliance with Data Protection
Policies and Regulations
Satisfy your internal and external requirements with
flexible retention scheduling and simple reporting for
instant, centralized, and accurate information about your
entire backup and recovery process.
Optimized Performance with Advanced Compression
and Data Deduplication
Leverage unique front-end and back-end deduplication
technology for optimal storage utilization and costeffective data retention. Our compression technology and
bandwidth throttling can also help you maximize your
backup speed and reduce impact on your productivity.

WHAT YOU Gain
✓✓ Secure, reliable, fully automated data protection
✓✓ Ensured disaster recovery
✓✓ Broad platform support including Windows,
Linux and Unix
✓✓ No additional capital or IT expenses
✓✓ Regulatory compliance

WITH IRON MOUNTAIN server BACKUP,
YOU HAVE OPTIONS:
Want local and offsite backups and restores? Express
Recovery Appliance — a pre-configured storage appliance
that is installed in your offices as a vault, giving you a local
cache for backup data that ensures fast recovery.
Need a lot of data restored in a hurry? With Premium Data
Transfer Services, we’ll ship you a hardware appliance
loaded with your data.
Entire site down due to natural disaster? Remote Disaster
Recovery Service recreates critical servers in your
environment in as little as just one hour.
Looking for a bare metal restore solution? System Restore
Service enables you to quickly recover an unusable system
after catastrophic failure onto similar hardware, dissimilar
hardware, or a virtual machine — in minutes.

Multiple Options for Data Recovery
Point and click to recover all of your data over the Internet
with our easy-to-use Web interface.

ABOUT IRON MOUNTAIN
Iron Mountain Incorporated (NYSE: IRM) provides information management services that help organizations lower the costs, risks
and inefficiencies of managing their physical and digital data. Founded in 1951, Iron Mountain manages billions of information assets,
including backup and archival data, electronic records, document imaging, business records, secure shredding, and more, for
organizations around the world. Visit the company website at www.ironmountain.com for more information.
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